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This-inventionrelates to means 7for dispensing 
thetcontentsof 'collaps‘able .tubes and in particu-. 
lar :tonmeans for the purpose in question for: de 
livering pasty or viscous inks ‘toethe inking cylin-r 
ders of vduplicating machines. “' p 
The ,us'uaLway, of dispensing» the contents of 

collapsable tubesjis‘ to squeeze the tube by hand 
to..expe1§_a. proportion of itscontents land‘this 
has been the'generaljpractice in applying‘ pasty 
ortviscouslyinksdto theinking cylinders of dnpli- _ 
cating?vmachinesrofethe kind'in which‘ such cylin 
ders‘ are ifnpermeablehalthough, in some cases 
with suchjmachinesthere has 'I been associated 
‘means whereby‘gsuchj ink ‘is delivered‘from a rel 
atlvely rigid‘ container furnished‘ with a base 
adapted‘to; function as a piston in order that by 
the displacementof the pistonthe content'sof 
the container ‘may be deliveredjto the inking‘jcyl 
indersiof such'machiriesz' ' 
The object of the-present‘invention isbroadly ‘ ‘ 

stated vto provide "improved means for dispensing 
thezcontentsjof<collapsable tubes and to provide, 
irr- particular; means ~forfthejpurpose'in question 
‘adaptedf'to‘ be incorporated“ or‘ incorporated in 
stencil" duplicating ‘machines; of" the ‘I kind above » I 
referred to‘i 

particular" object‘ of: this" invention is the 
provision of *improvedi-means forestahlishing an 
airtight "connection between the nozzle and’ a -co1= 
lapsable tube- ‘and 1a: pomp; ‘by-“means ~ or " which 2 
theecontentsi of the: tube may =be~ drawn 1 into the 
‘chamber - of pump‘ and I‘ expelled : ‘therefrom 
by way ofja delivery porter-passage. 

' According to this invention there is~provided, 
at dispensing-cinema‘ comprising‘ a pump for 

delivering viscousi- ink" from ~ ‘as collapsible‘ tube 
furnished! with a: nozzle;=- and- in‘ combination 
therewith,’ a'lhollow element‘commnnicati-ng with 
theiiinilet' port of the" pump and > terminating» in 
a» peripheral ‘ knife ' edge; and ’» means‘ adapted to < 

‘bring’ ' the tube» nozzle and-'- said knife edge‘ into 
abutment‘ and drive-said‘kn-i-fe edge into the ma 
terial -_of- the nozzle at its-outer extremity.‘ 
Forms-tancehin accordance vwith»- the'linvention 

below-the usuala screw-‘threaded portion of" the 
nozzlewof the=collapsablel~tube *there'may be pro 

' vided va recess~or~irecesseseadapted-i-to be engaged 
byan; element ‘forming’ part“ of-"such means-asso 
ciated I ‘with a‘ lever~ or- >' equivalent mechanism‘ ar 
ranged “to impart- motion- ‘ to the‘ element ‘ and‘ to - ~ 
*the-i-inozzle-in» a direction‘ parallel with its axis 
in i order to‘ hring~themuterv end‘v of ~ the’ nozzle 
againstithe peripheral ‘sharp- outer‘ end of the-hol 
1ow~ element’ communicating with the pump 
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levers or - like mechanism~ for imparting; motion 
to it. ' ' 

_ Conveniently; the mechanism’ in- question “ is 
such as to provide ‘a toggleor lwedgingivactioni 
Thus ‘~ in accordance with the’ inventionvthe 

means" may comprise a- lever; one arm ,of ‘which 
is bifurcated‘and-*having~inv each of the elements 
of‘ the bifurcated ~arm ‘ a- slot i engaging-i a it pin-ion 

the side ‘of asleeve slidable a-xially-ronthe =hollovv._ 
or -~ tubular- ‘element furnished ‘with a > peripheral 
sharp edgeandhavi-ng (an extension open at one 
side “ furnished" with ?anges» adapted‘ to. enable 
the nozzle of the collapsable tube to beslidit‘ran‘sé 
versely into position so that-the recesses pro 

7 vided on it are engaged by the-‘?anges, so that 
by motion imparted to the ‘sleeve bythe leverthe 
face‘o-f thenczzle will be brought ?rmly intocone 
tact with the hollow or tubular'eelement‘provided 
with asharp edge to‘secure-a liquid-tightjoint 
and in the extension of thesleevethere maybe 
provided spring pressed inemb'ers; for instance 
pins; adapted-to engage a~frusto~conica=lportion 
of the nozzle of thenollapsable tubelocatedjinladé 
vance of the recess to facilitate-- appropriately 
positioning the nozzle‘, with respect’ to‘ theme" 
ripheral sharp edge of thehol‘low or tubulariela 
ment; 
The pump may be-i'a‘ pisto'npum'p vand‘thelaii'tis 

or the chamber of the pumpinwhichthepiston 
operatesv is- conveniently arranged: to extend : at 
‘right anglestowthe directioh'ofrthe nozzle; ‘ 
Any appropriate ‘means may ‘be ‘provided to err-‘ 

able the piston of, the pnrnp to =be'reciprocated or 
actuated: ’ " 

For-instance there may: beprov-ideda lever, q'r 
systeinof levers associated ‘with a‘spring adapted 
to constrain the piston towards-one endwf'its 
stroke, ‘that is to say toe?'ect delivery'offthe-vcon 
tents of the pumpv ‘ch-amber while permittingthe 
piston to be moved in the reverse direction-in-bpé 

‘ position'to the spring. ' 

‘chamber associated-3 with a 1ever-~ or system of ‘55 

As applied ‘to the inking ‘mechanism of a dupli 
eating machine the‘outlet or delivery‘iof 'the'pum‘p 
may be connected to an ink delivery tub'eadapte'd 
to extendina direction parallel with theaxes 
of the 1 inking - cylinders "of ' the duplicatingj ima~ 
chine and'reIati-veIy adjacent to 'oneo‘fthéink 
distributing rollers associated therewith‘and hav 
ing a plurality ‘of-port's spaced apartin the’di 
rectionof its length; ‘ v ' 

Conveniently, ‘where the device is designed'tp 
‘be’ associated with a machine?for instance adri 
plicating machine, of‘ the, knownitype furnished 
with av plurality or ink "impermeable inking’ cylj 
inders-engaged in side members-forming part Of 
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the machine frame, the device may be arranged 
to be detachably engaged with the frame and 
in this case a hole may be provided in one of the 
side members through which the ink delivery 
tube will pass and a hole in the opposite side of 
the frame inwhich-a spigot provided on the ink 
deliverytube‘ may be detachably engaged. To 
facilitate securing the device in its appropriate 
position with respect to the frame a spring 
pressed catch connected with alever may be as 
sociated with the device at a position adjacent 
to theqpump chamber, thecatch being formed, 
for instance, on the end of the lever also associ 
ated with the chamber of the pump or its housing 
and furnished conveniently with a hooked end‘ 
so that in pulling upon the end of the lever, it 
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will be moved about its pivot to disengage the 
catchl‘ifrom a recess provided in the side'member 
of the frame. 

If desired the lever or like mechanism by which 
the pump is operated may be arranged in driving 
connection with the means imparting motion to 
the inking cylinders of the duplicating machine. 

Generally, however, it is desirable to arrange 
that'the pump may be operated independently 
of such driving means and in accordance with 
the judgment of the operator of the machine. ‘ 
,.,Af¢pnstruction in accordance with the inven 
tion is illustrated by way of example in the ac 
companying drawings which illustrate the ap 
plication of connecting means according to the 
invention for the purpose of delivering pasty or 
viscous inks to the chamber of a suction pump 
from a collapsible tube. 

' In the drawings: 
_ Figure 1 is a view showing certain parts in the 
position which they will assume in entering the 
neckiof the collapsable tube; V ' 
' ‘Figure 2 shows the parts in the position in whic 
they engage the tube which has a neck in the form -. 

‘ illustrated in Figure 3 with its screw cap removed; 
Figure 4 is a view in section on a plane indi 

catedgby the line IV-—IV of Figure 2 viewed in the 
direction of the arrows; 

Figure 5 is a view in section on a plane indi 
.cated by the line V‘—V; ' i ' 

' Figure 6 is a perspective view showing the com 
bination of a pump with the collapsible tube and 
securing means of Figures 1-5. . 
‘,'The construction of the means is clearly seen 
from Figures 1, V2, 4 and 5, the form of the neckioi' 
the tube being shown in Figure 3. i -. ’ 

In-this ?gure it will be seen that there is pro 
vidednon a neck or nozzle portion of the tube .3 
a screw thread 5 adapted to be engaged by a‘ 

, ‘cap-e6, the. screw-threaded portion being im 
‘ mediately below the nozzle portion 1 provided with 
' a discharge or delivery aperture surrounded by a 
walll-of such thickness to provide a seating into 
which the sharp edge of atube forming part’ of 
a dispensing device may be forced as shown in 
Figures 2 and 4 by engaging a circumferential 

> recess 8: in the tube neck with a lip 9 of a jaw ill, 
see ‘Figure 4, formed on the end of an annular 
gnember |“|_ slidable on the tube l2, the lower eit 
.tremity of which is furnished with} a bevelled 
_or sharp .edge |3 adapted to be forced into the 
.‘wall surrounding the nozzle of the tube. 
' F01‘. effecting this operaiton there is provided 

'a bifurcated lever l4 furnished with a ?nger 
piece“; and slots I6 engaging pins I‘! on the 
‘annular member M , on which is mounted a spring 
.~_|8 operating to urge the points of pins l9 into 
position to engage against the inclined surface 20 

. of the upper portions of the tube 3'. ,The lever 

, plate 50 secured to frame 4. 
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I4 is pivoted by screws 2| on an extension 22 
from a housing 23 of a pump, not shown. 
Figure 3 shows a collapsible tube 3 suitable for 

use in conjunction with the apparatus of this in 
vention, comprising a nozzle 1 formed inter 
mediate its length with .a threaded portion 5 for 
engaging a cap 6, the threaded portion 5,,‘ de?ning, 
with the main body of tube 3, a recess'8 for the 
‘purpose hereinbefore described. 

Figure 6 shows a combination of a collapsible 
‘ tube, securing means and a pump, the former two 
being as'shown in‘Figures 1-5. The pump com 
prises a ‘body or casing I, delivery tube 2 and 
piston ‘rod 4|, and is attached to the side wall 
or frame -4 of a duplicating machine (not shown) 
by a catch lever 46 provided on the pump body. 
Lever 46 constrained by a torsion spring 41 
to cause-its curved end'48 to engage a slot 49 in a 

ranged to be actuated by-a lever 29 furnished with 
a slot. 3|] engaging _a pin 3| on one .arm of a lever 
32 pivoted by a screw33 to :frame; 4 and‘con 
strained ,into the position ‘shown by‘ a spring 34. 
Lever 32 is adapted to be moved about its pivot 
by the displacement of a lever 35 in opposition 
‘to aspring 36 about ‘pivot 31 to bring a heel 38 on 
lever 35 into engagement with an abutment 39 on 
lever 32 and by further motion of lever'35 to 
impart motion to lever: 29 which is in engagement 
with a recess 4|] in piston rod 4 |. _ t ' ' 4 ' _ 

rl‘he arrangement of heel 38 and abutment 39 is 
provided 'so'that lever 35 can lie vback and con 
form with the upper edge offrame 4 when not in 
use to present a streamlined appearance, while 
being brought-to an upright position. for ease of 
manipulation before actuation of piston rod 4| 
commences. > - j . ,_ " » 

On lever 29 there is a pin '42 arranged to co 
operate with an elevation.“ on'a lever ‘44 pivoted 
to frame 4, the free end of which engages in a 
recess.45 near. the top of the‘ pump body and 
constrains the latter .into the appropriate posi'i 
tion for engagement of. catch lever. 46; When 
the pump is being attached to the duplicating ma 
chine, pin 42 is in the positionshown and its pur 
pose is to contact elevation 43 on lever 44 and hold 
the latter up in such a position that it. does not ob 
struct attachment of the pump; when lever 35 is 
subsequently rotated to actuate piston" rod 4| it 
moves lever 39 so that pin 3|, as it moves down 
wards, acts on elevation 43 and causes lever 44 to 
thrust the pump home, thereby correcting-for any 
faulty initialattachment. ' » " » - ~ 

Iclaim: 1. ‘a -, - 

1.'.-In~a dispensing device comprising-7a pump 
for-delivering viscous ink'from a collapsible tube 
furnished with a nozzle comprising an-annular 
wall havingbehind the usual screwthreaded por 
tion a circumferential recess, and in combina 
tion therewith, a hollow element communicating 
with the inlet port of the pump and terminating 
in a peripheral knife edge, and means adapted to 
bring the tube nozzle and said knife edge into 
abutment and drive said knife edge into the ma 
terial of said annular wall at its outer extremity, 
.said means comprising a lever, one arm of which is 
bifurcated and having in each of-the elements 
of the bifurcated arm a slot engaging a pin on 
the outside of a sleeve slidable axially on saidhol 
low element and having an extension open at one 
side furnished with flanges adapted to enable 
the nozzle of the collapsible tube to be slid trans 
versely into position, sothat the circumferential 
recess provided on .it is engaged by the ?anges, 
and sothat :by motion imparted to the sleeve by 

Piston rod 4| is ar- 7 
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the lever the material of the extremity of said 
annular wall will be brought ?rmly into contact 
with said hollow element to secure an airtight 
joint. ' 

2. In a dispensing means comprising a pump 
for delivering viscous ink from a collapsible tube 
furnished with a nozzle comprising an annular 
wall terminating in a circular substantially ?at 
end surface, and in combination therewith, a 
hollow element communicating with the inlet 10 
port of the pump and terminating in a peripheral 
knife edge, means for engaging said tube to hold 
the end surface of the tube nozzle and said knife 
edge in abutment, and means operative to drive 
said knife edge into the material of said annu- 15 
lar wall at its outer extremity. 
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